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English editions of Euclid’s Elements clashed over the arithmetization of mathematics. The editions
of Henry Billingsley, Claude Dechales, and Isaac Barrow from the 16th and 17th centuries paid relatively
little attention to mathematical primacy. In the 18th century, however, William Whiston asserted that
algebraic representations, demonstrations, and proportions were more convenient than, yet as rigorous
as, geometry. John Playfair’s algebra adapted the Elements to modern audiences. Edmund Scarburgh,
John Keill, Edmund Stone, and Robert Simson, however, attacked editions for alterations. Some editors
tried to recover Euclid’s original text. Most passages on this issue appeared in the editors’ prefaces,
Book II, Book V, or their notes. C° 2000 Academic Press
Des e´ditions anglaises des ´Ele´ments d’Euclid ne s’accordaient pas sur l’arithme´tization de mathe´-
matiques. Les e´ditions d’Henry Billingsley, Claude Dechales, et Isaac Barrow des seizie`me et dix-
septie`me sie`cles n’ont gue`re fait attention a` la primatie mathe´matique. Cependant, au dix-huitie`me
sie`cle, William Whiston a affirme´ que les repre´sentations, de´monstrations, et proportions alge´briques
e´taient plus commodes que, pourtant aussi rigoureuses que, la ge´ome´trie. L’alge`bre de John Playfair a
ajuste´ les ´Ele´ments aux lecteurs modernes. Edmund Scarburgh, John Keill, Edmund Stone, et Robert
Simson cependant, ont attaque´ les e´ditions pour les modifications. Quelques e´diteurs ont essaye´ de
retrouver le texte originel d’Euclid. La plupart des passages sur cette question se sont pre´sente´es dans
les pre´faces des e´diteurs, Livre II, Livre V, ou leurs notes. C° 2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Until recently, few historians have examined the process by which mathematical primacy
shifted from geometry to analysis, although Felix Klein coined the phrase “arithmetization
of analysis” as early as 1895. In 1600, virtually all higher mathematics and quantitative
science utilized geometric proof. In the nineteenth century, however, Carl Friedrich Gauss
termed arithmetic the queen of mathematics, and by 1900, analysis had supplanted geometry
as the foundation for higher mathematics and the physical sciences.
Earlier efforts to explain this transformation centered on the search for foundations of the
calculus. Traditional accounts argued that 17th- and early 18th-century calculus discoveries
derived from geometric methods. In the 19th century, Augustin-Louis Cauchy, Bernard
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Bolzano, and others built a more rigorous justification for the calculus upon algebraic
conceptions of limits. These accounts assumed that the 19th-century innovation occurred
almost without precedent and slighted 17th- and 18th-century innovations.1
Several recent works have argued for a reinterpretation of 17th- and 18th-century contri-
butions to the arithmetization of mathematics, especially by mathematicians in Great Britain.
Older studies held that British mathematicians blindly applied Newton’s fluxional calculus
and that their reverence for classical synthetic methods promoted resistance to any inno-
vation. Newer research has indicated that some British mathematicians utilized algebraic
notation, differential analysis, or even a continental approach to physical problems. The
present study, using 17th- and 18th-century British editions of Euclid’s Elements, follows
this newer historiographic practice and sheds new light on the competition for legitimacy
among geometric and algebraic methods in the post-Cartesian era.
RECENT WORKS ON 17TH- AND 18TH-CENTURY BRITISH
GEOMETRY AND ALGEBRA
In her 1997 work, Symbols, Impossible Numbers and Geometric Entanglements, Helena
Pycior brought this new historiography of 17th- and 18th-century British algebra into sharp
relief. She pointed to a British algebraic tradition that increased the power of algebra and
challenged geometry’s primacy. She argued that during the early 17th century, British
algebraists such as William Oughtred and Thomas Harriot improved upon the algebra of
Girolamo Cardano and Franc¸ois Vie`te by refining notation and promoting negative numbers
[27, 10–69].2 In her view, John Wallis’s 1685 Treatise of Algebra built upon this national
foundation.
Wallis had developed an interest in natural philosophy while a Cambridge University
student and had demonstrated an aptitude for algebra while breaking royalist ciphers during
the English Civil Wars (1642–1649). The simple elegance of symbolic notation attracted
Wallis in the same way that the classical elegance of synthetic geometry would draw Robert
Simson, Charles and Edmund Scarburgh, and Edmund Stone in the 18th century (see below).
Wallis’s Treatise of Algebra legitimized negative numbers and treated imaginary numbers
at the same time that it justified analysis through generalizing arithmetic rather than through
recourse to Book II of the Elements. Wallis’s effort to declare the superiority of algebra thus
drew the wrath of Isaac Barrow and Thomas Hobbes in the 17th century, much as William
Whiston’s edition of the Elements became an 18th-century lightning rod.
Wallis’s algebra posed a challenge that Barrow answered in his Lectiones geometriae and
in his edition of the Elements. Pycior argued that Barrow drew his conservatism both from
classical reverence (due to his humanist career) and from his empiricist natural philosophy.
Barrow subordinated arithmetic—the study of notes or signs of magnitudes or quantities—
to geometry—the study of magnitudes or quantities per se. Barrow dismissed algebra as
1 A thoughtful account taking this approach was Carl Boyer’s The History of the Calculus and Its Conceptual
Development [3, passim].
2 Pycior treated these two authors extensively. Oughtred’s contributions to algebra came through a seminal text,
Clavis mathematicae (1631), which introduced mathematical notation to a new audience. Harriot accompanied
Sir Walter Raleigh’s expedition to Virginia and penned numerous algebraic manuscripts, some of which were
published posthumously in Artis analyticae praxis.
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an art (or, in modern usage, a craft), a position, Pycior showed, [26, 167–171] that Isaac
Newton shared to a degree.
Few 18th-century editions of the Elements [26, 151–166] captured the nuances of the
conflict between Wallis and Barrow. Stone [9, preface] criticized Wallis’s attempt to use
classical sources to justify modern analysis. Edmund Scarburgh, however, thanked Wallis
for promoting his translation and offered no criticism of Universal Arithmetick [15,
preface b2]. The only discussion of Barrow’s geometry was in John Keill’s criticism of
Barrow’s edition of the Elements (discussed below). Eighteenth-century editors thus con-
centrated most of their energies on differences of opinion over editing, rather than on more
general disagreements over arithmetization.
Among the few who did accede to arithmetization was Colin Maclaurin in both the
second part of his 1742 Treatise of Fluxions and his 1729 manuscript, Treatise of Algebra.
Maclaurin’s professor, Robert Simson, on the other hand, devoted his career to restoring
classical geometrical methods to mathematics. In Pycior’s view, his various editions arose
due to a search for certainty that he could not find in theology. Simson [26, 244] instead
found perfection in a field that combined classical authority and a Platonic conception of
geometrical perfection. The two cases thus reflect the difficulty inherent in any simplistic
characterization of the volatile British mathematics of the 18th century.
In her 1997 article, “Was Newton’s Calculus a Dead End?” Judith V. Grabiner also coun-
tered the stereotype of 18th-century British mathematics by showing that algebra composed
an important part of Colin Maclaurin’s work, including his work in analysis [21]. Focus-
ing on Maclaurin’s Treatise of Algebra, she argued that Maclaurin had happily employed
algebraic methods in the second part of his work and had used these to prove new results.
In her view, geometry had provided Maclaurin a model for rigor, motivation, and insight.
Geometric demonstrations justified algebraic methods. Maclaurin nevertheless produced
his results by blending geometry and algebra. If he treated geometry as the queen of mathe-
matics, algebra was a valued squire. Grabiner and Pycior thus argued against the traditional
belief that 17th- and 18th-century British mathematicians unanimously resisted algebra.
Another commonly held view was that post-Newtonian British mathematicians con-
sciously isolated themselves from Continental techniques. In her work on Johann Bernoulli
and Brooke Taylor, Lenore Feigenbaum traced this trend to nationalism, jealousy, and ego
[17]. Nevertheless, she argued that Taylor’s differential conception of the calculus and his
choice of physical problems were more characteristic of Continental than of British math-
ematics. She thus underscored the naivete´ of earlier historical accounts that portrayed an
absolute dichotomy between Continental and British methods.
BRITISH EDITIONS OF EUCLID’S ELEMENTS AS A HISTORICAL LENS
Although the works of Pycior, Feigenbaum, Grabiner, and others marked an important
break in the historiography of 17th- and 18th-century British mathematics, in some ways
they failed to capture the complexity of the arithmetization of mathematics. Disputes over
the foundations of the calculus indeed encouraged questions about the primacy of geometry,
but other important trends influenced algebra’s ascension toward first autonomy and then
primacy.
For example, acceptance of algebraic methods was necessary for their widespread uti-
lization. Simple methods for solving a wide variety of problems would increase familiarity
with and esteem for algebraic approaches. Algebraic analysis would need to gain wide
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acceptance before it could displace geometric justifications for the calculus. Mathematics
researchers, teachers, practitioners, and virtuosi all expressed their views in scientific so-
cieties, lecture halls, texts, and clubs. Nevertheless, geometry was firmly entrenched; its
eclipse would require centuries, not decades.
This struggle took place on numerous fronts. The adherents of algebraic and of geometric
methods clashed over which were appropriate for various applications. The very legitimacy
of several algebraic operations and concepts remained in dispute. Sparring over arithmetic
and algebraic notation continued in the 18th century. Algebra’s supporters fought to apply
this methodology to more and more mathematical and scientific topics. For most of the
18th century, the advocates of geometric methods retained powerful advantages, including
a preponderance of the university mathematics chairs in Scotland.
The British editions of Euclid’s Elements defined one important battleground for this
conflict and carried it over to a wide readership outside the universities and the Royal
Society. In the 16th and 17th centuries, such editions of the Elements had aimed to dissem-
inate mathematics among a wider audience. In the 18th century, writers like Whiston and
Playfair adapted the Elements to 18th-century practice. Other editions criticized arithmetic
changes at numerous points. For example, Keill [12, preface A2–A3] defended Euclid’s
original argumentation from editors lacking the intelligence to follow the original concep-
tion. Stone [8, preface and xiii] defended the geometric conception of the Elements against
both Wallis and the French algebraists. These spirited defenses highlighted the fact that the
arithmetization of mathematics did not come smoothly.3
Editors of Euclid waged their mathematical battles at several levels. Typographically,
traditionalist accounts such as those of Keill [13] and Stone [9] (see below) criticized
other editions’ use of numerical and algebraic representations. To varying degrees, nearly
every edition labeled figures but argued that algebraic operators were excessive. Numerous
editions such as those of Billingsley [8], Barrow [16], Whiston [14], Playfair [11], and
even the Scarburghs [15] (see below) illustrated geometric properties with numerical and
algebraic examples.
The utilization of algebraic reasoning for demonstrations defined a second level of con-
flict. Demonstrations using algebraic arguments indicated new methodology. Numerous
editions had added algebraic comments and supplemented traditional demonstrations with
analytic proofs. Some editions, such as those of Whiston [14] and Barrow [16], went further
and replaced Euclid’s demonstrations with new ones. Generations of mathematicians began
their careers viewing algebraic proofs side-by-side with geometry and logic.
At the deepest level, editors sparred over the foundations of mathematics as indicated
in concepts of proportions. To the Scarburghs [15], Stone [9], Keill [13], and Simson
[27], proportions remained relations among geometrical magnitudes. Continuing a tradition
begun by geometers who had discovered incommensurable proportions that could not be
expressed as ratios among whole numbers, traditionalist commentators such as Stone [9]
and Keill [13] argued that numerical ratios pertained only to rational numbers as in Book
VII of the Elements.4 Arithmetic and algebra could not deal with either incommensurables
or irrational proportions; these could be expressed only as geometric magnitudes. The
traditionalists reserved this entire class of problems for geometry.
3 See below on these editors and their editions.
4 For more on the historical issues regarding medieval and early modern interpretations of proportions, see the
articles by Sylla [28] and Grosholtz [22].
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More progressive editors did not dispute this distinction so much as they limited its
significance. As discussed in detail below, Whiston’s edition [14] and the translations of
Dechales’s edition [6] argued that nearly all the propositions and definitions in Books II,
V, and VI applied to arithmetic ratios as well as to geometric magnitudes. Cumbersome
synthetic methods remained necessary only for the exceptional cases that algebra could
not solve rigorously. These editions attempted to reduce the significance of geometric
magnitudes and with them geometric methods.
This debate among competing editions bore upon another contemporary argument that has
continued to spark controversy. Beginning with Sir Thomas Heath, 20th-century historians
have debated the mathematical conceptions of Euclid and other Greek mathematicians.
In his History of Greek Mathematics [24], Heath placed the Elements in the context of
Hellenic predecessors, rather than explaining it through Hellenistic works. He accepted, by
and large, traditional accounts that Euclidean geometric conceptions of magnitudes arose
in the discovery of incommensurables by the mystical Pythagoreans and were accepted by
Plato. The philosophical treatment by Edward Mazianz and Thomas Greenwood [25, 49–
55] followed this historical account. In their view, the discovery of incommensurables split
the Pythagoreans into two camps: a mystical camp that continued to profess the perfection
of number and a rational one that increasingly turned to geometry. Arpad Szabo [29, 34–
40] instead traced incommensurables and the origin of geometric magnitudes to Hippasus
of Metapontum. David Fowler’s study of mathematical passages in Plato, Aristotle, and
Hellenistic commentaries rejected the Pythagorean crisis of incommensurables in favor of
gradual evolution [19, 16–21], while Ivor Grattan-Guinness refuted B.L. van der Waerden’s
characterization of Euclid’s conception of magnitude as algebraic [23, 355–375].
Many 17th- and 18th-century British editions of the Elements also concerned themselves
with Euclid’s original views. Isaac Barrow, David Gregory (who prepared a new Greek
edition of the Elements and also translated it into Latin), the Scarburghs, Stone, and Simson
all attempted to discover the original Euclidean text. Their work contributed to contempo-
raneous efforts to restore the Elements. Heath, for example, termed the Scarburgh edition
“noteworthy and useful” and wrote that “Simson’s version and his notes [were] so well
known as not to need any further description” [24, 110–111].
A comparison of 18th-century editorial methods is also revealing. The most rigorous
editors (e.g., Gregory, the Scarburghs, Stone, and Simson) consulted multiple editions.
Many referred to commentaries by Hellenistic mathematicians (such as Archimedes), and
several drew upon comments by historical sources (such as Cicero).5 Few editions, however,
cited Plato or Euclid’s predecessors. Arithmetic accounts, by and large, declined to follow
Wallis’s lead and failed to assert that Euclid was an algebraist. Instead, Dechales, Whiston,
and Playfair admitted that they were adapting Euclid to modern audiences.
This search for Euclid’s original text presented difficulties for 18th-century editors.
Simson, especially, was troubled by weak passages. He concluded that translators and
commentators (especially Heron) had altered the Elements for the worse, much as Renais-
sance astronomers blamed Arabic translators for flaws in Ptolemy’s Almagest. Simson [27,
v and vii] noted that he had corrected these deficiencies in favor of the way he felt the text
should read and, therefore, how Euclid had penned the original text.
5 A politician, orator, and lawyer, Cicero was widely published. Since his authority rested largely in his command
of elegant Latin, it may be surprising that he was cited as a scientific authority.
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Eighteenth-century British editions of the Elements thus demonstrate that the interplay
between algebra and geometry occurred at multiple levels. We now review the key editions
beginning with the first printed edition of the Elements by Henry Billingsley.
SIXTEENTH- AND SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY EDITIONS
Sir Henry Billingsley (d. 1606) produced the first English translation of Euclid’s Ele-
ments in 1561, drawing upon the Latin edition of Campanus (1482).6 In Book I of his
version, Billingsley lumped together postulates, axioms, and definitions. He also uncriti-
cally included notes from classical, medieval, and modern commentaries; extolled prac-
tical applications of propositions; and replaced demonstrations without informing readers
[8, Fol. 3 and Fol. 77].
Seventeenth-century editions such as those of Isaac Barrow and the French Jesuit Claude
Dechales not only demonstrated increasing concern for consistent editorial style but also
aimed to spread geometry to a widening geometric readership. Barrow (1630–1677), the
first occupant of Cambridge’s Lucasian Chair of Mathematics (1662–1669), was perhaps
the most famous editor.7 As Pycior pointed out, Barrow had criticized Wallis’s Arithmetica
universalis for arithmeticizing geometry. Thus, in his 1655 Latin and 1660 English editions
of the Elements, Barrow included all of Euclid’s propositions and carefully distinguished
postulates, axioms, and definitions. He defended geometric definitions of proportions and
took care to maintain Euclid’s original structure (compare [16]).
Viewed from the perspective of later editions, however, Barrow’s conservatism appeared
less pronounced. Some 18th-century editors criticized the liberties Barrow took with demon-
strations. Keill complained, for example, that Barrow’s demonstrations were “short and
[were] involved in so many Notes and Symbols” [13, preface A4]. Stone criticized him for
“the mixture of algebra and algebraical signs” [9, xiv]. While these editors viewed Barrow’s
edition as a step in the right direction, they held that it did not go far enough.
By the end of the 17th century, Continental editions that had revised Euclidean geometry
in favor of algebraic approaches were making their way to the British Isles. In particular, that
of Claude Dechales (1621–1678)8 celebrated algebraic methods and freely discarded geo-
metric definitions and propositions, when the author viewed them as superseded. Dechales
thus dispensed with equimultiples when treating the theory of Eudoxian proportions in
Book V. In 1685, Dechales’s edition was translated into English, and a new translation in
1696 was disseminated widely [6].
6 A merchant, Billingsley had attended both Oxford and Cambridge, never taking a degree. In 1596, he became
Lord Mayor of London [30:2, 495–496; 31, 171]. Roger Bacon had named Campanus of Novara (d.1296), a
prominent chaplain, one of the four greatest mathematicians of his day. In addition to a Latin edition of the
Elements, Campanus published widely in mathematics and astronomy.
7 Barrow later became Master of Trinity College and Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge. His works on the tangents
of curves influenced Isaac Newton’s fluxional calculus. Barrow was also a leading Anglican theologian of his day.
[30:1, 1219–1225].
8 Dechales taught mathematics in Paris, Lyons, Cambery, Marseilles, and Turin. Aside from his edition of the
Elements, his most famous work was a comprehensive introduction to mathematics and exact sciences, Cursus
seu mundus mathematicus, but he also published texts on military fortifications, navigation, and geography [20:3,
621–622].
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EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY EDITIONS: CONSERVATIVE AND ARITHMETIC
The first 18th-century edition was the work of two generations. Charles Scarburgh (1616–
1694) began the edition, and his son, Edmund, completed it with help from John Wallis and
David Gregory [15, preface B2].9 Father and son examined several manuscript editions to
identify additions by commentators and aimed at “a plain : : : just and exact translation from
the original into our Mother tongue” [15, preface b1]. They also hoped to restore Euclid’s
original demonstrations and so safeguard the text from “the many unreasonable objections”
[15, preface b1], in addition to making actual changes to render the edition more accessible
to younger learners [15, 13].
The edition by John Keill (1671–1721), who occupied Oxford’s Savilian Chair of Astron-
omy, contained a more vehement rebuttal to arithmetic and algebra than any other edition.10
Keill included only Books I–VI, XI, and XII. In a preface, Samuel Cunn added that Books
VII–X were not “necessary to be read by such as design to make Natural Philosophy their
study, or by such as would apply Geometry to practical affairs” [13, preface A5-A6].11 While
Keill eradicated all analytical signs from the Elements (including Books VII–X), Edmund
Stone (d. 1768) made a less drastic effort to assert geometry’s primacy over arithmetic and
algebra.
A self-taught mathematician, Stone was as interested in restoring the original Euclidean
text from other traditional accounts as he was in correcting arithmetic ones.12 Basing his
edition largely upon editions by Federico Commandino and David Gregory, he criticized
the Scarburghs’ attempts to correct changes made by commentators [9, xiv and passim],
and he faulted Keill for omitting Books VII–X.13
The author of the most important, respected edition of the period, Robert Simson also
derived much of his edition from that of Commandino. Simson proposed “to remove such
blemishes, and restore the principal books of the Elements” from flaws added by the recent
accounts of Dechales and Andre´ Tacquet [27, vii]. At first glance, Simson made no conces-
sion to arithmetic tendencies. His edition, however, did react to flaws in the original text. At
several points, his notes pointed out inconsistencies and errors in extant manuscript editions.
He ascribed these to “Theon or whoever was the editor of the present Greek texts” [27, pref-
ace v].14 This argument was reminiscent of Renaissance astronomers, who had recognized
the flaws in Ptolemaic astronomy but had blamed the errors upon Arabic translators. Like
9 Charles Scarburgh was a physician and mathematician. As a Cambridge undergraduate, he studied with Seth
Ward and lectured on Clavis. Scarburgh’s son, Edmund, was a chaplain [30:17, 887].
10 Keill had an important career as an astronomer and a mathematician. Born in Edinburgh, he studied and
later lectured at Oxford until he assumed the Savilian Chair of Astronomy in 1712. Keill was a leading advocate
of Newton’s priority in the battle over the calculus. He penned texts on trigonometry and astronomy [30:10,
1198–1199].
11 Samuel Cunn was a surveyor and mathematics teacher, who wrote elementary mathematics texts in addition
to assisting with the completion of Keill’s edition.
12 Stone’s career followed a path closer to that of a mathematical practitioner than an academic. He received
some financial assistance from the Duke of Argyll and wrote texts on perspective, integrals, and parallaxes in
addition to translating texts by L’Hospital and Barrow [30:18, 1294–1295].
13 In addition to Latin and Italian editions of the Elements, Commandino published translations of Archimedes,
Ptolemy, and Euclid’s On Divisions.
14 Heath [5, 46] wrote that Theon of Alexandria flourished in the fourth century CE. In addition to the most
influential late Classical manuscript of the Elements, Theon also authored a commentary on Ptolemy.
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his Renaissance forebears, Simson sought solutions to problems in an uncorrupted, original
text.
The most controversial 18th-century English translation of the Elements was penned by
William Whiston.15 A holder of the Lucasian Chair (1703–1710), Whiston—unlike the
Scarburghs, Keill, Stone, and Simson—carried out arithmetization more aggressively than
had Dechales, adding analytical demonstrations, replacing synthetic ones, and providing
new definitions in both Book II and Book V (see below). His conception of proportion
represented the most radical break from classical geometric definitions. Stone singled out
Whiston’s edition for reclassifying some propositions as axioms and then eliminating their
demonstrations.
John Playfair (1748–1819) enjoyed a more conventional mathematical career and took
a more nuanced approach to the Elements.16 At Edinburgh, Playfair was the chairholder
first in mathematics (1785–1805) and then in natural philosophy. He wrote that his edition
would “accommodate them [Euclid’s propositions] better to a state of the mathematical
sciences : : : to render them most useful” [11, iv]. He lauded the erudition of Simson’s
edition but declared that some contemporary readers required an updated edition. Playfair
adopted analytic representation and added new demonstrations to supplement Euclidean
ones, occasionally replacing them altogether. Playfair, however, also corrected fallacies
promulgated in the conservative editions. He noted that Simson’s edition “not only restored
the text of Euclid wherever it had been corrupted but in some cases removed imperfections
that probably belonged to the original” [11, preface iii]. Although Playfair displayed more
reverence for Euclid’s achievement than did Dechales or Whiston, he did not attempt to
restore the original Euclidean text (as had Scarburgh and Simson), but instead interpreted
it for contemporary audiences.
ARITHMETIZATION IN BOOK II
The content of Book II defined one battleground over arithmetization. It focused upon
what has been interpreted as simple quadratic equations and can be translated into familiar
formulae such as differences of squares and trinomial squares. Similarly, many propositions
may be seen as rules for manipulating quadratics. Book II’s greatest contribution to the
process of 18th-century arithmetization, however, may have been its justification of algebraic
methods. Although none of the editions repeated the position Wallis took in Universal
Arithmetick, namely, that Euclid’s treatment of Book II was arithmetic in nature, several
allowed that Euclid’s Book II justified modern algebraic operations. Playfair, for example,
wrote that he was “introducing into them some characters similar to those of algebra”
[11, viii], while Dechales declared that Book II served “as the foundation of the principal
operations of algebra” [6, 94–95]. Even Edmund Scarburgh accepted that II(4) justified the
15 Whiston [30:21, 10–12] in his paper, “New Theory of the Earth,” harnessed Newtonian natural philosophy
to justify Anglican theologies. After heretical religious statements cost Whiston his chair in 1710, he launched
fanciful efforts to solve the longitude problem. Whiston’s activites as a classical translator make his editorial
decisions seem surprising.
16 Playfair helped establish geology as a scientific discipline through his Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory
of the Earth (1802). He also submitted some seventeen papers on mathematics and physical science to various
contemporary journals and was a founding member and later general secretary of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
[30:15, 1302].
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extraction of roots [15, 119]. To these authors, Book II of the Elements offered classical
geometric justification for 18th-century analysis.
Algebraic representations and methods crept into even the more traditional editions of the
Elements. Several editions, including that of Barrow [16], supplemented or even replaced
Euclid’s demonstrations. Others, including that of Stone [9], held that most propositions
applied equally to numerical and to geometric forms and thus challenged the geometric
concept of proportions.
Some authors added numerical and algebraic illustrations to geometric demonstrations.
Playfair explained that he added algebraic notation “for the sake of representing more
readily the addition and subtraction of the rectangles on which the demonstrations depend”
[11, preface 5]. His passage went on to declare that his employment of algebraic notation
translated Euclid’s text “into that universal language so much sought after in all the sciences.”
Billingsley [8, fol. 67–77] added examples with numbers after geometric demonstrations,
while Whiston supplemented propositions II (2–4) [15, 65–66] with examples. Both Playfair
[11, 50–60; 11, 293] and Barrow [16, 36–37] used algebraic notation to label figures and
created a more universal representation. Even with the relatively simple proofs of Book
II, 18th-century audiences needed algebraic notations and concrete examples to elucidate
synthetic demonstrations.
Playfair and Barrow made further changes and altered the methodology of Euclid’s
demonstrations. To Propositions II (1–10), Playfair added demonstrations justifying the
proposition “without the aid of a diagram” [11, iii]. Despite his criticisms of Wallis and his
profession of geometrical primacy, Barrow also indicated that some demonstrations were
unpersuasive to a 17th-century audience. He replaced the demonstrations of II (4), II (5),
and II (7) with algebraic proofs [16, 33–341]. While Playfair and Barrow were usually more
respectful of Euclid’s traditional text than Whiston or Dechales, neither hesitated to adapt
the Elements for contemporary audiences.
Whiston, and even Stone, suggested that Propositions 1–10 in Book II applied almost
equally to magnitudes and numbers. Whiston [14, 64 and 70] argued that this was true
because “they, as Lines, be divided into Parts.” In his view, only II (11) had no numerical
equivalent because “[n]o number can be so divided that the Product of the whole multiplied
by one Part shall be equal to the square of the number” [14, 70]. Likewise, Stone admitted
that all the propositions except II (11) applied to numbers [9, 90].
These notes and notations reflected a less rigorous approach to proportions. Like many
medieval astronomers, readers were increasingly responsive to convenient methods that
produced results. Many readers overlooked the odd case of incommensurable magnitudes,
which necessitated synthetic methods. Even conservative editors were forced to adjust to
these changing tastes.
Progressive editors, especially Whiston, were happy to exploit this change in readership.
Whiston’s argument that the ratio of proportions applying to numbers to those applying
only to magnitudes being ten to one struck at the heart of geometry’s primacy. He did not
challenge that geometry remained the only method to treat irrational proportions, but he
disputed its significance to most practitioners. Whenever algebra could solve a class of
problems (e.g., on rational proportions), he utilized the more convenient algebraic methods.
Whiston resorted to geometry only for the few problems algebra could not solve. He thus
reversed the roles of algebra and geometry.
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DEFINITIONS IN BOOK V
Every English edition of the Elements—even those of Dechales and Whiston—found
Book V on proportions of prime importance. Dechales argued that proportion is necessary
both to “the greatest part of the Measurings in Practical Geometry” and to “arithmetick” [6,
204–205]. Whiston asserted that “Practical Geometry : : : is for the most part derived from the
Doctrine of Proportions. There is not a Rule in Arithmetick, but what may be demonstrated
from the Propositions of this Fifth Book” [14, 118]. Thus, every edition seemed to agree
that proportions were essential not only to the Elements but also to mathematics as a whole.
The editions of Whiston and Dechales, however, moved to a new conception of propor-
tions and thus of mathematics. While Wallis had argued for the supremacy of algebra over
geometry, Whiston and Dechales held that the foundation of mathematics was proportion.
Dechales [6, 205] declared that Book V covered numerical ratios as well as geometrical
magnitudes; Books VII–X were unnecessary. Whiston asserted that proportions, or abstract
relations, underlay both geometry and algebra, which were now on level terrain [14, 118].
To Whiston, easier manipulation made algebraic notation and methods to compound ratios
superior.
More traditional editions refuted this interpretation. The Scarburghs, Keill, Stone, and
Simson defended a geometric definition of proportions. Without geometric lengths, propor-
tions did not exist. These editions championed a mathematical hierarchy with geometry at
the pinnacle, followed by proportions and arithmetic. Increasingly, however, these editors
defended their interpretation through either their opponents’ methods or evidence from
outside of mathematics.
A gradual arithmetization of representation accompanied this debate. Numerous authors
illustrated Euclid’s definitions with numbers and algebraic symbols. Billingsley offered
numerical examples of Definitions 11–14 and 16–18 [8, 133–136] in Book V. Dechales used
the example of segments 20 and 60 long to illustrate Definitions 1–2 in the same book [6, 205–
206]. Even the Scarburghs admitted “this doctrine of Proportions cannot well be explained
without the use of Numbers” and added numerical examples [15, 176]. While algebraic
notation in the more progressive accounts reflected acceptance of the second tradition of
proportions, the application by more conservative editors indicated the accommodation of
changing readership patterns and tastes.
Several definitions reflected the attempt by Dechales and Whiston to shift the foundation
of mathematics. As they gave proportions more independence from geometry, their con-
ception of proportions changed. They argued that proportions represented relations of any
mathematical quantity, so that definitions of proportions applied to numerical ratios as well
as to magnitudes.
Several editors used Definition 3 to argue that algebraic ratios were nearly equivalent
to geometric magnitudes.17 Billingsley argued that proportions “are general to all kinds of
quantities, both discrete and continual, namely number and magnitude” [8, 126–127]. He
included rational and irrational magnitudes. Playfair, citing Barrow’s Lectiones geometri-
cae, agreed [11, 127; 11, 295]. If numerical ratios were to cover nearly all cases, geometry
was essential only to a few exceptional cases. Joseph Fenn, a professor at the University
17 Heath translated Definition 3 in Book V in this way: “A ratio is a sort of relation in respect of size between
two magnitudes of the same kind” [5:2, 114].
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of Nantes, who published a minor edition of the Elements in Dublin, also called Definition
3 “imperfect” and blamed “unskillful editors” [7, 161]. Note that Barrow and some of the
more moderate conservative editors (e.g., Scarburgh and Stone) were willing to apply def-
initions for geometric proportions to numerical ratios; they accepted arithmetic methods
once they were justified by, and therefore subordinated to, geometric demonstration.
Both Dechales and Playfair criticized Definition 5.18 Dechales focused on Definition 5
and argued that it need not be taken at face value. He sketched a demonstration that hinged
upon comparing the parts of the larger magnitude and illustrated the definition with an
example comparing lengths: 2, 4, 3, 6, 10, 15, and 12 [6, 209–213]. Playfair, however,
replaced Definition 5 with: “Four magnitudes are proportional, when any multiple of the
first contains the second (with or without a remainder), as often as the same multiple of the
third contains the fourth” [11, 296–300] . Playfair restricted the problematic definition to
enable modern notation and compounding. Definition 5 presented a troublesome issue even
to the more conservative editors such as Simson (see below).
These changed definitions threatened to undermine the primacy of geometric methods.
Algebraic ratios were on nearly the same footing as geometric magnitudes. Choosing be-
tween algebra and geometry became a matter of preference. Except in the relatively rare
case of irrational magnitudes, practitioners increasingly opted for algebraic methods.
ALGEBRAIC SUMMARIES OF RULES TO MANIPULATE PROPORTIONS
Dechales, Whiston, and Scarburgh summarized key definitions as algebraic rules that
enabled students to carry out routine manipulations of proportions. At one level, this inno-
vation indicated that these three editions adjusted to changing mathematical practice. For
Dechales and Whiston, the summaries also suggested that algebraic rules could displace
references to propositions and definitions. Dechales argued that an analytic approach to
proportions avoided the confusion of equimultiples and eliminated the need for Definitions
20–21 [6, 218–219, and 236]. He then presented most of Euclid’s definitions as algebraic
rules to manipulate proportions.
Whiston took the process of replacing geometric propositions by algebraic rules even fur-
ther. He added Propositions 8–12 without demonstrations to the list of definitions. He then
added five algebraic rules to manipulate proportions: alternating, inverting, compounding,
and two types of dividing. He illustrated each with algebraic variables and then with num-
bers. Whiston dismissed the other propositions as “a long Circuit of Propositions, [which]
do involve a Thing in it self most clear, in a certain Cloud” [14, 118–119]. Whiston was the
only author to follow Wallis’s prescription and to accept algebraic methods without prior
justification.
Scarburgh also offered a summary but never allowed algebraic rules to supplant geo-
metric definitions or propositions. He summarized Definitions 13–17 and illustrated the
principles with algebraic examples [15, 197]. Unlike Dechales and Whiston, however, he
used the algebraic rules to supplement—not displace—Euclidean propositions. Scarburgh
18 Compare Heath’s translation of Definition 5: “Magnitudes are said to be in the same ratio, the first to the
second and the third to the fourth, when if any equimultiples whatever be taken of the first and third, and any
equimultiples whatever of the second and fourth, the former equimultiples alike exceed, are alike equal to, or alike
fall short of, the latter equimultiples respectively taken in corresponding order” [5:2, 114].
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thus continued to subordinate algebraic rules to geometric demonstration. His inclusion of
the summary, nevertheless, was telling. He had adapted his edition to an 18th-century audi-
ence accustomed to algebraic methods. Even as he criticized the omissions of Dechales and
Whiston, he adopted some aspects of their representation. Thus, critics of arithmetization
adopted some of their opponents’ methods.
REACTION TO ARITHMETIZATION
Scarburgh, Keill, Stone, and Simson opposed these trends toward arithmetization. They
argued that geometric conceptions of proportions represented Euclid’s original intent, that
other classical mathematicians preferred synthetic approaches, and that geometry offered
greater rigor. Their effort, however, featured increasing dependence on arguments outside
of contemporary mathematics and betrayed discomfort with some of Euclid’s definitions.
In a surprising turn, Playfair defended Euclid’s definitions. He professed to admire Eu-
clid’s deductive approach to proportions and valued Euclid’s treatment as “simple and
direct” [11, Preface iv–v, 4–9, and 136]. His respect for Euclid made him far less innovative
in Book V than in other books. Playfair, nevertheless, replaced geometric notation with “a
concise mode of expression, of the same nature with that which we use in arithmetic and
algebra” [11, preface v].
Keill and Stone criticized both the growing use of numerical examples and the blurring
of geometric magnitudes and numerical ratios. Keill faulted Whiston for his omission of
essential propositions [13, preface A3] and argued that Dechales ignored all incommen-
surable proportions. Stone [9, 219] complained that Whiston lumped Propositions 8–12
in Book V with the definitions and omitted the other propositions in Book V. In his view,
Euclid’s presentation of this material made it applicable to incommensurable magnitudes
as well as to numerical proportions.
Scarburgh marshaled external evidence to defend the primacy of geometric magnitudes.
He held that Euclid (and all the Hellenistic mathematicians) distinguished geometric mag-
nitudes (which Cicero translated to proportion) from numerical ratios. He argued that even
Archimedes accepted Definition 5 in Book V without question, and he referred critics who
desired to justify numerical proportions to Definition 20 in Book VII [15, 178].19
Scarburgh’s arguments reflected a lack of contemporary appeal. While arithmetic editions
argued from current mathematical practice, Scarburgh, Stone, Keill, and Simson looked back
to a geometric golden age. Scarburgh’s argument increasingly relied upon evidence from
outside mathematics, e.g., from linguistics and classical history.
Edmund Stone reflected discomfort about many of Euclid’s definitions in notes added
to his edition. In particular, he added a lengthy note to Definition 5 in Book V in which
he offered a potential definition. He also sketched demonstrations of Definitions 13–20
[9, 205–209]. Though Stone himself accepted Euclid’s definitions as self-evident, he no
longer took it for granted that his readers did the same.
Robert Simson found Definitions 3 and 5 problematic. He rewrote the third to read
“Ratio is a mutual relation of two magnitudes of the same kind to one another, in respect
of quantity” [27, 119]. He added a note that Definitions 3 and 8 were the products of
“some unskillful editor” [27, 313]. Relative to Definition 5, he quoted Barrow’s Lectiones
19 Heath’s translation of Definition 20 in Book VII is “ Numbers are proportional when the first is the same
multiple, or the same part, or the same parts, of the second that the third is of the fourth” [5:2, 278].
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geometricae, stating that “the author had, perhaps, no other design in making this definition
than : : : to give a general and summary idea of the ratio to beginners, by premising this
metaphysical definition” [27, 312–313]. The doubts of Scarburgh, Stone, and Simson may
have been more telling than the criticisms by Whiston and Dechales.
The resistance of Barrow, Scarburgh, and Simson may be traced to a background in
classical studies. Greek and Latin grammar, rhetoric, and literature had made up the lion’s
share of formal education of all these editors. Most Hellenic and Hellenistic sources had
noted that incommensurables or irrational proportions left gaps in the number line. Though
the square root of 2 existed as the diagonal of a square whose sides measure one, it was not a
definable point on the number line. Whiston and Playfair, like Wallis, were also products of
this tradition. To 18th-century practitioners, however, incommensurables were unusual cases
in a largely rational set. Eighteenth-century arithmetic accounts did not provide solutions
for irrational ratios, but the importance of these cases was rapidly diminishing. This decline
in turn decreased resistance to analytic methods.
PRACTICE OF PROPORTIONS IN BOOK V
Particular definitions of proportions altered the presentation of propositions more dra-
matically. Dechales and Whiston, for example, deleted propositions not in keeping with
their revised definitions. By making a series of changes in their representation, Playfair
shifted several propositions from the realm of geometry to that of algebra. Even Scarburgh,
Stone, and Simson adjusted their presentation of propositions to the changing tastes of their
audience. At times, these conservative editors seemed uncomfortable with the propositions
themselves.
One distinction remained. Only Dechales and Whiston dared to delete propositions.
Dechales avoided methods that required the mechanism of equimultiples. He argued that
Propositions 20–21 in Book V served only to justify equimultiples and were, therefore,
unnecessary. Whiston [14, 118–119, and 121] went even further and deleted all the proposi-
tions from Book V except 8–12, which, as noted, he included among the definitions. He also
deleted propositions unnecessary to changing conceptions of proportion. Stone argued that
Whiston’s treatment was sufficient to demonstrate only numerical ratios, not geometrical
lengths [9, 213].
While Playfair intended no such grand overhaul, he undertook a series of small alterations
which nevertheless combined to bring about nearly as great a transformation. He may have
followed the example of Fenn’s edition, which had syncopated many of Euclid’s proposi-
tions. Playfair rarely disputed Euclid’s definitions, but utilized algebraic representation to
make propositions more accessible and universal in application [7, 170–211]. For example,
Playfair’s demonstration of Proposition 1 in Book V had rested upon Axiom 2 in Book I,
but replaced geometric magnitudes with algebraic quantities A, B, C, D, E, and F.20 Play-
fair then articulated Euclid’s steps as “ADDCDCD, BDECECE and CD FC FC F”
20 Playfair’s demonstration reads, “Let any number of magnitudes A, B, and C be equimultiples as many others,
D, E, and F, each of each; ACBCC is the same multiple of DCEC F that A is of D. Let A contain D, B contain
E, and C contain F, each the same number of times, as, for instance three times. Then because A contains D three
times,
ADDCDCD:
For the same reason BDECECE;
And also CD FC FC F.
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[11, 296–300]. Although he followed Euclid’s steps, he implemented a series of changes
that transformed a geometric demonstration into algebra.
Even Euclid’s defenders altered Proposition 1. Scarburgh added numerical illustrations
using the numbers 4 and 2 [15, 203]. Scarburgh and Stone gave VII(5–6) for numeric
analogues [9, 213]. The respective treatments of Scarburgh and Stone thus recognized that
applications to numerical ratios interested their readers.
Scarburgh also reflected discomfort with V(6), even as he defended Euclid’s approach. To
this proposition, he had added not one but two examples: (1) numerical illustration with the
terms 15, 3, 10, 2, 12, 3, 8, and 2 and (2) an algebraic illustration, whose terms include A, B,
E, C, D, F, G, and H [15, 209]. He pointed out that the property would be universally proven in
V(24). Scarburgh’s edition altered the presentation of other propositions in Book V as well.
To V(3) and V(5) [15, 204–210], he added both a numerical and an algebraic example, while
he provided an algebraic illustration to V(11) [15, 215]. Scarburgh, like Stone, understood
that his readership did not share his acceptance of synthetic demonstrations. Thus, even
Euclid’s defenders might append demonstrations with examples using algebraic notation.
Stone also adjusted to the arithmetic tastes of his audience by adding numerical analogues
to the propositions in Book V. He often directed readers to Book VII for numerical equiva-
lents to the geometric propositions. For instance, those readers interested in the numerical
equivalent of V(16) were sent to VII(13), while his discussion of V(23) guided his audience
to VII(14) and VII(20) [9, 213–236]. He also offered propositions in Book VII as numeri-
cal analogs to V(2, 5, 12, 15). Although Stone himself was careful to distinguish between
geometric magnitudes and numerical ratios, he indicated an awareness that his readers
(and, therefore, customers) might not make such a distinction. The additions by Stone and
Scarburgh underlined the recognition that readers were increasingly comfortable with num-
ber and less so with geometric diagrams. Both Stone and Scarburgh received financial
support from wealthy patrons, but they still paid attention to their readers’ tastes.
Robert Simson’s alterations were even more startling. He split numerous diagrams into
multiple pieces to make them easier to follow. In his edition, V(8) mutated into three
diagrams, while V(10) fell into six, each corresponding to one magnitude. He likewise
divided the diagrams to V(11–15, 17–18) and V(20–23) [27, 132, 135–139, 141–143, and
144–148]. As this accommodation makes clear, Simson also adjusted his presentation to
his perceived audience.
Simson, however, also pointed to a deeper source of unrest. He added one additional
Proposition V(A), which he argued was necessary to justify V(25), VI(31), XI(34), and
XII(12).21 He asserted that Euclid had initially included this proposition but that Theon had
Therefore [I, axiom 2], adding equals to equals, ACBCC is equal to DCEC F, taken three times. In the same
manner, if A, B, and C were each any other equimultiple of D, E, and F, it might be shown that ACBCC was the
same multiple of DCEC F. For mD, mE, and mF are multiples of D, E and F by m, therefore their sum is also a
multiple of DCEC F by m” [11, 137].
21 The text of Simson’s proposition V(A) read, “If the first of four magnitudes have to the second the same ratio
which the third has to the fourth; then if the first be greater than the second, the third is also greater than the fourth;
and if equal, equal; if less, less” [27, 129].
His demonstration ran as follows: “ Take any equimultiples of each of them, as the doubles of each; then
by def. 5th of this book, if the double of the first be greater than the double of the second, the double of the
third is greater than the double of the fourth; but if the first be greater than the second, the double of the first
is greater than the double of the second; wherefore also the double of the third is greater than the double of the
fourth; therefore the third is greater than the fourth: in like manner, if the first be equal to the second, or less
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replaced it with the vague Definition 5 in Book V. Simson argued that he was not adding
another proposition but restoring an original proposition that had been deleted. Moreover,
relative to V(18), he noted that the proposition was “none of Euclid’s nor is it legitimate,”
as the proposition assumed that with any three magnitudes, two of which were of the same
kind, there may be a fourth proportional. He again blamed Theon for this error that appeared
in all major extant editions [27, 318, and 322–323]. Although Simson blamed faulty editors
and scribes, he still felt deeply uncomfortable with key aspects of Euclid’s accepted text.
CONCLUSIONS
The most obvious evidence of arithmetic influence relative to Euclid’s Elements appeared
in the editions of Dechales, Whiston, and Playfair. These editions consciously sought to
adapt the Elements to modern audiences. They attempted to move the foundation of mathe-
matical proportions from geometric magnitudes to numerical ratios and reflected the greatest
influence from the Continent.
One key characteristic of these editions was a conscious intent to promote change. Other
editions, e.g., that of Henry Billingsley, may have thoughtlessly followed the less dis-
criminating second tradition of proportions. These three editions, however, recognized a
traditional Euclidean account and made a conscious break due either to a preference for
analytic materials or to a recognition that readers expected algebraic methods.
The more conservative editions of Scarburgh, Keill, Stone, and Simson opposed the
modernizing editions and attempted to counter their arithmetization. These conservative
editors continued to assert the primacy of geometry embodied in the concept of proportions.
In their view, algebraic methods lacked the rigor and universal application of synthetic
approaches. Moreover, since the arithmetic accounts of Whiston and Dechales originated
on the Continent, patriotic concerns may also have fueled the anti-arithmetization.
These editors, however, also displayed unease toward some aspects of the Elements.
Scarburgh, Stone, and even Simson adapted some presentations to meet the changing needs
of a new generation. Simson, too, acknowledged flaws in the text he received, although
his solution was to ascribe these to earlier commentators. All three were uncomfortable
with some of the definitions. If their rebuttal of Dechales and Whiston took on the tone
of a theologian defending the Church against heretics, at times they were nevertheless
increasingly forced to wage their battles outside the mathematical church. They relied on
classical linguistics and history—and not geometrical utility or rigor—for their arguments.
This in turn raises the question: why did geometry lose its power? Why did some con-
servative editions (e.g., those of Stone and Scarburgh) adjust to readers’ taste? One answer
may owe to internal developments within mathematics. The 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries
produced important innovations that made algebra both more rigorous and more powerful.
The elaboration of consistent rules for negative numbers and Cartesian analytical geome-
try had placed algebraic methods on a surer footing. Wallis’s work with exponentials had
demonstrated that algebra can solve problems beyond the range of classical geometry. Even
Stone and Scarburgh were forced to acknowledge that algebraic methods could solve most
problems faced by typical readers. By the beginning of the 19th century when Playfair
worked, algebra had improved further.
than it, the third can be proved to be equal to the fourth, or less than it. Therefore if the first, &c. Q. E. D. [27,
129].
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One answer outside the bounds of mathematical research may be that changing patterns
of patronage necessitated adapting to a reading public. Although Isaac Barrow’s edition
showed some concern for his readers, Barrow received preferment from above through
university and clerical appointments. His well-being hinged on his patrons, not on his
public. By contrast, some 18th-century editors were more dependent on a wider reading
public. For example, Edmund Stone and William Whiston drew part of their income directly
from book sales. They could not afford to ignore their readers.
The latter argument, however, prompts the deeper question of why reading patterns
seemed to shift. In the 18th century, the mathematical reading public began to grow beyond
the university. The circle of mathematical practitioners increasingly included tradesmen
and skilled craftsmen, most of whom did not study in a public school or university. The
new service academies (e.g., Woolwich and Sandhurst) instilled a mathematical worldview
that emphasized results. With scant classical education in Latin or Greek, these new classes
of mathematical readers were not swayed by the authority of Cicero or Archimedes. The
widening of the mathematical population did not guarantee the primacy of algebraic anal-
ysis, but it did present geometers with the first challenge to their primacy since the days of
the Pythagoreans.
Another influence was the changing interpretation of classical culture in Georgian Britain.
When the Ancients and the Moderns squared off in the 17th century, classical forms and
literature provided dynamic, meaningful inspirations for current work. Barrow thus looked
to the Elements both as a starting point for his mechanics and as a justification for routine
operation, and Newton found inspiration in Archimedes. For Barrow and Newton, therefore,
the blessing of Archimedes held immediate power. In the 18th century, however, classical
forms increasingly provided sources for veneration, not inspiration. Eighteenth-century
researchers built on the shoulders of Newton and Leibniz, not Euclid and Archimedes. Re-
sults mattered more to most 18th-century practitioners than authority. Although traditional
editors continued to hold that geometry offered more rigorous, authoritative methods to
introduce a topic, even they reflected an unease that increasing numbers of readers would
utilize algebra for practical computation.
A final question concerns the relation between the narrow topics debated among editors
of the Elements and the broader issue of the arithmetization of mathematics. The formal
conceptualization of irrational numbers and the arithmetization of analysis composed the
final phase of a trend from geometric to algebraic methods. This trend may be said to
have begun in the 17th century, when algebra began to provide sufficient tools to complete
many tasks that formerly only geometry could perform. For the reasons detailed above, the
dueling editions of the Elements both reflected and contributed to this evolution at numerous
levels.
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